Contemplation
Personal Transformation

Imagination
Prophetic Communal Transformation

Vision
Articulating a Catechetical Future

Missionary
Leadership for the world

Disciples en Cristo: Liderazgo, Transformador

FCH
Pre-Conference
Sunday, May 21
Register Today!

WILL YOU PACK A PAIR TO SHARE?
¿REQUIERE UN PAR PARA COMPARTIR?

New or gently used shoes for adults or children will be collected at NCCL

A Night at the Theater
Job: The Now Testament
Monday at 7:30 pm
Sponsored by William H. Sadlier

Show Your Badge in Grapevine

Visit our Transformation Center for the NCCL Hub and exhibits!

TRANSFORMING TRENDS INTO MISSION
a conversation between our deluxe corporate members and NCCL sponsors

Have you considered volunteering at NCCL?
Click here for Hospitality

Click here for Liturgy

Search NCCL 2017 in the App Store or in Google Play. Download today!

For all conference information visit our website nccl.org